
Avery Healthcare operate private residential, dementia and 
nursing homes throughout the UK, with a focus on the highest 
possible care standards. We embrace the right technology at 
the right time to ensure that we continue to be one of the top 
operators in the UK.

Initially our relationship with Datastore 365 began when our 
local onsite backup system began experiencing issues that where 
no longer going to be sustainable. As the business was at this 
time also expanding we needed to transition from local onsite 
backups to a more robust cloud DR solution. This was provided 
by Datastore 365 using their Asigra Cloud Backup Platform. Since 
then the business has decided to adopt a cloud first strategy and 
as a result of this, as our onsite servers have been coming to the 
end of their life, we have been transitioning services to the cloud. 
We have migrated our business-critical care management platform 
to the Datastore 365 private cloud with real-time replication to 
a secondary datacentre. More recently we have undertaken a 
hybrid office 365 migration and have started to embrace Microsoft 
Teams, OneDrive, SharePoint and Exchange Online throughout the 
business. Datastore 365 have assisted us throughout this process. 
As a result, we now have significant amounts of data stored within 
the Microsoft Cloud and we have peace of mind knowing that this 
is protected using the datastore 365 hosted Veeam Backup for 
Office 365 platform to give us a secondary copy of that data stored 
securely and separately away from the Microsoft cloud. 
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A Professional, well-versed 
team with excellent skill sets 
and commendable work and 
business ethics. 

Mick Sheehan,
Director of IT
Avery Healthcare Group
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It was important to us to find a professional, local company 
that could support our needs as a growing business, but 
also one that specialises in cloud technologies. Their 
cloud agnostic approach means that not only do they 
offer their own cloud services but they are also experts 
in the Microsoft public cloud. This blend of private and 
public cloud ticked all the boxes for us. In addition to this 
the care sector has significant regulation and compliance 
requirements and for us the fact that datastore 365 are 
an ISO:27001 certified company means we can be assured 
that our data is in safe hands. In addition to this it helps us 
remain compliant with our own internal auditing process 
(Sarbanes Oxley)

Their wealth of experience in all things cloud has been 
essential in helping us as a company to embrace the cloud 
and all the benefits that brings. The Datatstore 365 support 
team are helpful, proactive and quick to respond to any 
issues or queries. We now spend less time managing onsite 
server infrastructure and as a result of this, our uptime and 
availability of critical systems has improved. It also means 
that we have been able to reduce our end of life 60+ Server 
estate running MS Server 2008R via remote connectivity 
into the cloud.
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